Introduction
============

Non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is a common malignancy that traditionally had a poor prognosis, due to disease diagnosis at an advanced stage (when locoregional therapies are unfeasible) and a lack of effective systemic treatments.[@b1-ott-10-2513] However, recent advances in the treatment of NSCLC have served as part of a paradigm of "personalized" medicine in oncology, at least in a subset of patients with molecular drivers; examples include mutations in the *EGFR* gene and rearrangements of the *ALK* gene.[@b2-ott-10-2513] In patients with *EGFR* mutations, first and later lines of treatment can be tailored to target the underlying biology and molecular evolution of the tumor, in terms of both the overall *EGFR*-mutation status and specific *EGFR*-resistance mutations, such as T790M, acquired during progression on EGFR tyrosine-kinase inhibitors (TKIs). Currently, first- (gefitinib, erlotinib), second- (afatinib), and third- (osimertinib) generation EGFR-targeted agents are well established in NSCLC-treatment algorithms, based on their favorable efficacy and toxicity profiles; therefore, many patients never receive cytotoxic drugs, and thus avoid their associated toxicity burden.[@b3-ott-10-2513],[@b4-ott-10-2513]

Unfortunately, progress in the treatment of squamous cell carcinoma (SqCC), which accounts for 20%--30% of cases of NSCLC,[@b5-ott-10-2513] lags behind that in *EGFR* mutation-positive NSCLC (usually adenocarcinoma) because less is known about its underlying molecular pathogenesis. While progress is being made with regard to the identification of potential oncogenic drivers of SqCC of the lung (eg, FGFR1 amplification, PI3K abnormalities, *DDR* mutations),[@b6-ott-10-2513] none has led to the development of approved therapies to date. Moreover, *EGFR* mutations and *ALK* aberrations are rare in SqCC of the lung.[@b7-ott-10-2513] Nevertheless, it should be noted that SqCC of the lung is generally associated with tobacco smoking, which even within this histological subtype is associated with a lower frequency of *EGFR* mutations.[@b8-ott-10-2513],[@b9-ott-10-2513]

Because of the association of SqCC with tobacco smoking, its anatomical characteristics can complicate treatment, as squamous tumors are usually located within the main airways. Consequently, patients are particularly prone to such symptoms as dyspnea, cough, obstructive pneumonia, and hemoptysis.[@b10-ott-10-2513] The predisposition to hemoptysis in particular limits the use of antiangiogenic agents, such as bevacizumab, in this setting.[@b10-ott-10-2513]--[@b12-ott-10-2513]

Owing to these factors, first-line standard of care for SqCC of the lung usually comprises platinum-doublet chemotherapy with at-best modest outcomes. Unfortunately, despite the development of doublet regimes incorporating third-generation agents, such as gemcitabine, taxanes, or vinorelbine, chemotoxic chemotherapy for NSCLC has reached a plateau of therapeutic efficacy, with no significant difference overall in efficacy among regimens.[@b13-ott-10-2513] According to an analysis of four different platinum-based doublets encompassing 1,155 patients with NSCLC, contemporary chemotherapy elicits a response rate of only \~20%, with a median overall survival (OS) of less than 8 months.[@b14-ott-10-2513] Despite some recent developments (eg, albumin-based paclitaxel regimens have shown promise),[@b15-ott-10-2513] available data indicate that outcomes in patients with SqCC following frontline chemotherapy may be even worse than those in patients with adenocarcinoma. For example, outcomes with pemetrexed-based chemotherapy regimens are particularly poor in patients with SqCC of the lung;[@b16-ott-10-2513] therefore, pemetrexed is contraindicated in this setting. This lack of effectiveness is thought to be related to overexpression of thymidylate synthase expression in squamous tumors, which confers reduced sensitivity to pemetrexed.[@b17-ott-10-2513],[@b18-ott-10-2513] Second-line chemotherapy options for patients with SqCC of the lung are also extremely limited. Currently, the only chemotherapy options in this setting are docetaxel and possibly gemcitabine.[@b19-ott-10-2513]

Overall, therefore, improved treatment options for SqCC of the lung, both in first-line and relapsed/refractory settings have remained a huge unmet medical need. This has driven extensive research into novel treatment strategies, and such efforts are beginning to bear fruit. In the last few years, several new drugs have been approved for the treatment of patients with SqCC of the lung; these include anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies (necitumumab and cetuximab) in combination with standard frontline chemotherapy. The immune-checkpoint inhibitors nivolumab and pembrolizumab, the anti-VEGFR2 antibody ramucirumab (combined with docetaxel), and the ErbB-family blocker afatinib are all approved in a second-line setting.

The focus of this review is the development of afatinib for the treatment of SqCC of the lung. The rationale and available clinical evidence that support the targeting of EGFR in this setting are summarized, and the benefits of targeting the whole ErbB-receptor family, rather than EGFR only, are discussed. The seminal LUX-Lung 8 trial, on which the approval of afatinib was based, is reviewed and contextualized with the recent emergence of immunotherapy drugs. Likely further developments in the treatment of SqCC of the lung in coming years are discussed. Finally, factors that are likely to be important when physicians consider how best to integrate afatinib into optimal treatment strategies for their patients are explored.

EGFR is a validated drug target in patients with SqCC of the lung
=================================================================

Although *EGFR* mutations are rare, SqCC tumors are often characterized by high levels of EGFR-protein expression.[@b20-ott-10-2513] EGFR overexpression is observed in 60%--80% of SqCC tumors; moreover, some tumors (7%--10%) also demonstrate *EGFR* gene copy-number alterations.[@b21-ott-10-2513] Based on these findings, several studies have assessed first-line EGFR-targeted agents in patients with SqCC of the lung, with particular focus on the anti-EGFR antibodies necitumumab and cetuximab, in combination with chemotherapy ([Table 1](#t1-ott-10-2513){ref-type="table"}). The Phase III SQUIRE trial assessed necitumumab, a second-generation anti-EGFR monoclonal antibody, in combination with gemcitabine/cisplatin vs chemotherapy alone in 1,093 patients with SqCC of the lung.[@b22-ott-10-2513] Addition of necitumumab significantly improved OS vs the chemotherapy arm (median 11.5 months vs 9.9 months, hazard ratio \[HR\] 0.84, 95% confidence interval \[CI\] 0.74--0.96; *P*=0.01). Progression-free survival (PFS) was also significantly improved (median 5.7 months vs 5.5 months, HR 0.85, 95% CI 0.74--0.98; *P*=0.02). However, this improved efficacy must be considered in the context of the additional toxicity burden associated with the addition of necitumumab vs chemotherapy alone, as there was a higher rate of grade ≥3 adverse events (AEs; 72.1% vs 61.6%) and treatment discontinuations due to AEs (31.2% vs 24.6%) in the combination arm. Specific grade ≥3 AEs that were elevated including rash (7.1% vs 0.4%), hypomagnesemia (9.3% vs 1.1%), and venous thromboembolic events (5% vs 2.6%).[@b22-ott-10-2513] Nevertheless, a recent analysis of patient-reported outcomes indicated that addition of necitumumab and its associated AEs did not negatively impact on patients' health-related quality of life (HRQoL).[@b23-ott-10-2513] No Phase III trials have specifically assessed cetuximab plus chemotherapy in patients with SqCC of the lung. However, subanalysis of four randomized trials undertaken in histologically unselected NSCLC patients[@b24-ott-10-2513]--[@b27-ott-10-2513] suggested this regimen particularly benefits those with SqCC.[@b28-ott-10-2513]

Taken together, these data, with both necitumumab and cetuximab, validate EGFR as a therapeutic target in patients with SqCC of the lung, although the clinical benefit of these agents must be balanced with their toxicity and costs. Furthermore, the clinical relevance of the observed modest efficacy benefits with these drugs is open to debate. This question has focused efforts on the identification of biomarkers that could be used to identify a subgroup of patients who may particularly benefit from EGFR blockade. The obvious choice for a biomarker would seem to be the level of EGFR expression, as quantified by immunohistochemistry, although data are inconsistent. In the Phase III FLEX trial (in histologically unselected patients), high EGFR-expression levels appeared to predict superior OS with cetuximab.[@b26-ott-10-2513] However, in a prespecified analysis of the SQUIRE trial, high levels of EGFR expression did not predict improved survival with necitumumab.[@b22-ott-10-2513]

Emerging evidence suggests that analyzing *EGFR* copy number using a fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) assay could have promise as a predictive biomarker and may be applicable to "real-world" clinical practice. In a recent subanalysis of SQUIRE, elevated copy number of *EGFR* detected by FISH in 37% of patients, was associated with a trend toward improved OS with necitumumab.[@b29-ott-10-2513] Similar findings were observed in the Phase III SWOG 0819 trial that assessed cetuximab plus chemotherapy (± bevacizumab) vs chemotherapy (with or without bevacizumab) in patients with NSCLC. In patients with SqCC who had elevated *EGFR* copy number and were not suitable for bevacizumab, cetuximab conferred a strong OS benefit over the control arm (median OS 11.8 months vs 6.4 months; HR 0.56).[@b30-ott-10-2513] Nevertheless, the potential for *EGFR* FISH as a predictive biomarker requires validation in prospective trials.

In contrast to anti-EGFR antibodies, first-line EGFR TKI monotherapy is not recommended in patients with SqCC without known *EGFR* mutations if they are eligible for chemotherapy, and several prospective trials have demonstrated that EGFR TKIs are inferior to chemotherapy in patients with unselected or *EGFR* wild-type NSCLC.[@b31-ott-10-2513] Furthermore, first-line combinations of EGFR TKIs with chemotherapy have failed to demonstrate clinical benefit over chemotherapy alone in patients with NSCLC, with no significant difference in efficacy between histological subtypes.[@b32-ott-10-2513]--[@b35-ott-10-2513]

Despite these data, experience with EGFR TKIs in a second-line setting indicates that they have clinical applicability in some patients with SqCC, thus providing further evidence that the EGFR-signaling pathway is a bona fide therapeutic target in this setting. For example, in subanalyses of the Phase III BR.21 trial, erlotinib significantly improved OS vs placebo in patients with SqCC of the lung.[@b36-ott-10-2513],[@b37-ott-10-2513] In addition, although the Phase III TAILOR trial demonstrated that docetaxel was superior to erlotinib in NSCLC patients with wild-type *EGFR*, OS did not differ between the two treatment arms in patients with SqCC.[@b38-ott-10-2513]

EGFR TKIs have also shown promise as maintenance therapy in patients with advanced NSCLC. The Phase III SATURN trial assessed the impact of erlotinib as maintenance therapy in histologically unselected patients who responded (or had stable disease) following platinum-doublet chemotherapy. Erlotinib delayed disease progression in patients with squamous histology, and improved OS in those patients who achieved stable disease.[@b39-ott-10-2513]

Overall, these studies indicate a potential role for EGFR TKIs in patients with relapsed/refractory SqCC; however, improvements in clinical outcomes are modest at best. Indeed, in contrast with erlotinib, gefitinib has not demonstrated any benefit over placebo in this setting in either histologically unselected patients or patients with nonade-nocarcinoma histology.[@b40-ott-10-2513]

ErbB-family inhibition in SqCC of the lung: rationale for afatinib
==================================================================

The limited efficacy benefits observed with EGFR-specific inhibitors (necitumumab, cetuximab, erlotinib) likely reflect the fact that EGFR is just one of several related receptors (within the ErbB family) that cooperate via a network of interconnected intracellular pathways to regulate cellular proliferation.[@b41-ott-10-2513] As such, inhibition of just one branch within a complex web of degenerate pathways may be a suboptimal means of targeting squamous tumors.

In addition to EGFR, the ErbB family comprises the structurally related receptor tyrosine kinases, HER2 (Neu, ErbB2), HER3 (ErbB3; no intrinsic kinase activity), and HER4 (ErbB4). When ligands bind to these receptors (known ligands include EGF, TGFα, and neuregulin 1/2/3/4) they undergo a conformational change, leading to the formation of homo- and/or heterodimers at the cell surface. These dimers (including those that contain HER3) then undergo autophosphorylation, leading to the activation of a myriad of downstream pathways, including the PI3K--Akt pathway, the Ras--Raf--MEK--ERK1/2 pathway, and the phospholipase C pathway.[@b41-ott-10-2513],[@b42-ott-10-2513]

Afatinib is an irreversible ErbB-family blocker that inhibits signaling from all ErbB hetero- and homodimers ([Figure 1](#f1-ott-10-2513){ref-type="fig"}).[@b43-ott-10-2513],[@b44-ott-10-2513] Afatinib was originally developed with the aim of improving clinical outcomes vs first-generation EGFR inhibitors, with the hope that its broader inhibitory pathway could delay acquired resistance compared with erlotinib and gefitinib.[@b45-ott-10-2513] Emerging clinical data indicate that this may well be the case. For example, a recent randomized Phase IIB trial (LUX-Lung 7) was undertaken to compare afatinib vs gefitinib head to head in 319 patients with *EGFR* mutation-positive NSCLC.[@b46-ott-10-2513] In this trial, PFS by blinded independent assessment was significantly improved with afatinib vs gefitinib (median PFS 11 months vs 10.9 months, HR 0.73, 95% CI 0.57--0.95; *P*=0.017). Intriguingly, the PFS curves were nearly identical at the median but separated thereafter, such that the 2-year PFS rate was markedly higher with afatinib than gefitinib (17.6% vs 7.6%, respectively). The authors of the study attributed this observation to the broader and more durable inhibitory profile of afatinib and its potential to delay possible resistance mechanisms when compared with gefitinib. Other clinical end points, including time to treatment failure and objective response rate, also favored afatinib vs gefitinib, and efficacy benefits were largely consistent across patient subgroups, including age, race, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status, and *EGFR*-mutation type (del19 or L858R).[@b46-ott-10-2513] Mature OS data have not yet been reported.

Other trials in the *EGFR* mutation-positive setting also suggest that afatinib may afford efficacy benefits vs first-generation EGFR TKIs. In two Phase III studies that compared afatinib vs chemotherapy (LUX-Lung 3 and LUX-Lung 6), afatinib conferred an OS advantage vs chemotherapy in patients harboring del19 mutations (LUX-Lung 3 median OS 33.3 months vs 21.1 months, HR 0.54, 95% CI 0.36--0.79; *P*=0.0015; LUX-Lung 6 median OS 31.4 months vs 18.4 months, HR 0.64, 95% CI 0.44--0.94; *P*=0.0229).[@b47-ott-10-2513]--[@b49-ott-10-2513] By comparison, in a recent meta-analysis, neither erlotinib nor gefitinib demonstrated a survival advantage vs chemotherapy in del19 patients.[@b50-ott-10-2513]

There is a biologic rationale for assessing afatinib in patients with SqCC of the lung. As well as EGFR, other members of the ErbB family are overexpressed in SqCC tumors, implying a role in the pathogenesis of the disease; eg, HER2 and HER3 are overexpressed in up to 20%--30% of SqCC cases.[@b51-ott-10-2513]--[@b54-ott-10-2513] Furthermore, genomic analysis of 178 SqCC tumor samples identified genetic aberrations in HER2 (4%) and HER3 (2%), as well as in several signaling molecules within the ErbB intracellular signaling network, such as KRAS (3%), HRAS (3%), BRAF (4%), and RASA1 (4%).[@b7-ott-10-2513] Other studies have identified HER4 mutations in SqCC tumors,[@b55-ott-10-2513],[@b56-ott-10-2513] and another study demonstrated that genomic aberrations in NRG1, one of the cognate ligands of the ErbB family of receptors, are a recurrent feature of squamous lung tumors.[@b57-ott-10-2513]

The results of several clinical studies have suggested that afatinib is active in patients with squamous tumors. In the Phase III LUX-Lung 5 trial, patients with NSCLC who had progressed on chemotherapy and subsequently received at least 12 weeks of erlotinib or gefitinib were treated with afatinib monotherapy (50 mg/day). Among 90 patients with SqCC, the disease-control rate (DCR) was approximately 60%, with a median PFS of 3.7 months in this heavily pretreated group of patients.[@b58-ott-10-2513] In the Phase III LUX-Head and Neck 1 trial, afatinib monotherapy (40 mg/day) conferred superior PFS (median 2.6 months vs 1.7 months, HR 0.8, 95% CI 0.65--0.98; *P*=0.03) and DCR (49% vs 39%, *P*=0.035) vs methotrexate in patients with recurrent or metastatic (R/M) SqCC of the head and neck (HNSCC).[@b59-ott-10-2513] Based on this trial, afatinib is recommended in NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines In Oncology (NCCN Guidelines^®^) for Head and Neck Cancers Version.2.2016, as a category 2B second-line therapy option for unresectable R/M HNSCC (non-nasopharygeal).[@b60-ott-10-2513]

LUX-Lung 8: second-line afatinib vs erlotinib in patients with SqCC of the lung
===============================================================================

Based on the aforementioned rationale, the Phase III LUX-Lung 8 trial was undertaken. This open-label randomized trial compared afatinib (40 mg/day, n=398) and erlotinib (150 mg/day, n=397) in patients with relapsed/refractory stage IIIB/IV SqCC of the lung.[@b61-ott-10-2513] The primary end point (PFS) and key secondary end point (OS) were both reached, thus confirming the superiority of afatinib over erlotinib in this setting ([Figure 2](#f2-ott-10-2513){ref-type="fig"}). Median PFS was 2.6 months vs 1.9 months (HR 0.81, 95% CI 0.69--0.96; *P*=0.01). Median OS was 7.9 months vs 6.8 months (HR 0.81, 95% CI 0.69--0.95; *P*=0.008). Although the difference in median survival between the two treatment arms was small (and thus of debatable clinical significance), it is noteworthy that OS curves separated more substantially with time: survival rates at 12 months (36.4% vs 28.2%, *P*=0.016) and 18 months (22.0% vs 14.4%, *P*=0.013) were both significantly better with afatinib than erlotinib. DCR was also significantly improved with afatinib vs erlotinib (50.5% vs 39.5%, *P*=0.002).

The improvements in survival end points observed with afatinib in LUX-Lung 8 were not attributable to imbalances in ErbB molecular aberrations across treatment arms.[@b61-ott-10-2513] In a post hoc genomic analysis of archival tumor samples from 238 patients, only 14 patients (6%) had *EGFR* mutations (eight in the afatinib arm and six in the erlotinib arm). Of these mutations, ten were novel with unknown clinical significance. The frequency of *EGFR* copy-number amplifications was also low, being detected in only 15 patients. Overall, the cumulative frequency of ErbB aberrations (mutations and copy-number alterations) was 29%, but the presence of aberrations was neither prognostic nor predictive of improved PFS or OS with afatinib.[@b62-ott-10-2513]

The AE profile of afatinib in LUX-Lung 8 was consistent with previous studies, with no unexpected safety concerns. Overall, there was no difference in the frequency of grade ≥3 AEs between the afatinib and erlotinib arms (57.1% and 57.5% of patients, respectively). As expected, certain treatment-related grade ≥3 AEs, such as diarrhea (10.4% vs 2.6%) and stomatitis (4.1% vs 0%), were more frequent with afatinib than erlotinib. However, some AEs, such as grade 3 rash/acne, were more frequent with erlotinib vs afatinib (10.4% vs 5.9%).[@b61-ott-10-2513]

Afatinib has a well-defined dose-reduction protocol, and is available in several dose formulations. The frequency of dose reductions due to AEs in LUX-Lung 8 was higher with afatinib than erlotinib (27% vs 14%), possibly due to the high percentage of current smokers participating in the study (smoking reduces the bioavailability of erlotinib and reduces the likelihood of AEs).[@b63-ott-10-2513] Notably, there was little difference between the two treatment arms in the frequency of treatment discontinuations due to AEs (20% vs 17%), indicating that the dose-reduction scheme is effective in the management of AEs. Of note, discontinuation due to diarrhea (the most prevalent treatment-related AE with afatinib) was necessary in 15 (4%) patients.[@b62-ott-10-2513]

Given that NSCLC symptoms, including cough, dyspnea, and pain, have a profound impact on HRQoL,[@b64-ott-10-2513] LUX-Lung 8 also included end points to evaluate patient-report outcomes. Patients completed the multidimensional, cancer-specific European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire C30 and its lung cancer-specific module (QLQ-LC13) at the first visit of each treatment course and at the end of treatment. Questionnaires were completed independently by the patients prior to clinical assessment to ensure that responses were a true reflection of how they felt about their condition without any influence from their treating physician. Compliance with the questionnaires was high (68.7%--99%). Significantly more patients in the afatinib arm reported improved global health status/QoL compared with the erlotinib arm (36% vs 28%, *P*=0.041). Furthermore, changes in mean scores for the key symptoms of dyspnea, cough, and pain all favored afatinib.[@b61-ott-10-2513]

In summary, LUX-Lung 8 demonstrated that afatinib improved PFS, OS, and DCR vs erlotinib in patients with relapsed/refractory SqCC. These efficacy benefits with afatinib were complemented by HRQoL improvements. Furthermore, afatinib was associated with a predictable and manageable AE profile, consistent with the mechanistic profile of EGFR inhibition. On the basis of LUX-Lung 8, afatinib has recently been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and European Medicines Agency for the treatment of locally advanced or metastatic SqCC of the lung progressing on or after platinum-based chemotherapy.

Emergence of immunotherapy for treatment of lung SqCC
=====================================================

In addition to the emergence of afatinib as a new treatment option, there has been remarkable recent progress in the development of immunotherapies for the treatment of SqCC of the lung. Such therapies work by stimulating T-cell responses against tumor antigens in order to potentiate the body's own anticancer defenses. T-cells are the gatekeepers of cell-mediated immunity, and following interaction with 'foreign' antigens found on the surface of specialist cells (antigen-presenting cells), are primed to initiate immune responses against those cells. However, in order to prevent aberrant immune responses against 'self' tissues (autoimmunity), a safety mechanism exists in the form of costimulatory pathways that must also be activated to drive T-cell-mediated immune responses.[@b65-ott-10-2513] The two key costimulatory immune pathways are the CTLA4--CD28 pathway and the PD1--PDL1 and/or PDL2 pathway.

Although these pathways have evolved to ensure that self-tissues are not attacked by the immune system, developing tumors are able to hijack these mechanisms to evade immune detection by overexpressing PDL1, CTLA4, and other "checkpoint" molecules.[@b66-ott-10-2513],[@b67-ott-10-2513] There is evidence that immunoescape is a particularly important feature in the development of SqCC of the lung.[@b5-ott-10-2513] Given such observations, along with the success of immunotherapies in treating other tumor types[@b68-ott-10-2513] and the shortage of effective treatment options in SqCC of lung, there has been a great deal of interest in the development of immunotherapies in this clinical setting.

Eight checkpoint inhibitors are currently in clinical development for NSCLC, and two agents -- the PD1 inhibitors nivolumab and pembrolizumab -- are approved for use in patients with advanced NSCLC. Nivolumab is approved for the treatment of both squamous and nonsquamous tumors that have progressed during or after platinum-based chemotherapy. This approval is based on results from two pivotal Phase III studies -- CheckMate 017 (squamous)[@b69-ott-10-2513] and CheckMate 057 (nonsquamous)[@b70-ott-10-2513] -- following promising data (in patients with SqCC of the lung) from a Phase II trial -- CheckMate 063.[@b71-ott-10-2513] CheckMate 017 was undertaken in 272 patients with previously treated SqCC of the lung randomized to nivolumab (3 mg/kg every 2 weeks) or docetaxel (75 mg/m^2^ every 3 weeks). The primary end point of OS was significantly improved with nivolumab (median 9.2 months vs 6 months, HR 0.59, 95% CI 0.44--0.79; *P*\<0.001). Moreover, PFS (median 3.5 months vs 2.8 months, HR 0.62, 95% CI 0.47--0.81; *P*\<0.001) and overall response rate (20% vs 9%, *P*=0.008) also favored nivolumab. Importantly, levels of PDL1 expression were neither prognostic nor predictive of nivolumab activity.[@b69-ott-10-2513] Generally, nivolumab had a favorable tolerability profile, and the occurrence of treatment-related grade ≥3 AEs was only 7% compared with 55% in the docetaxel arm. The most common AEs were fatigue (16%), decreased appetite (11%), and asthenia (10%). Permanent discontinuation of nivolumab due to treatment-related AEs was required in 3.1% of patients.[@b69-ott-10-2513]

Pembrolizumab is approved for the treatment of patients with pretreated advanced NSCLC (any histology) whose tumors express PDL1, as detected by an FDA-approved test. This approval was supported by the Phase II/III KEYNOTE-010 study, in which 1,034 patients with previously treated NSCLC (with PDL1 expression on at least 1% of tumor cells) were randomized to receive pembrolizumab (2 mg/kg or 10 mg/kg) or docetaxel (75 mg/m^2^), every 3 weeks.[@b72-ott-10-2513] OS was significantly improved with both pembrolizumab 2 mg/kg (median 10.4 months vs 8.5 months, HR 0.71, 95% CI 0.58--0.88; *P*=0.0008) and 10 mg/kg (median 12.7 months vs 8.5 months, HR 0.61, 95% CI 0.49--0.75; *P*\<0.0001) vs docetaxel. Consistent with a previous Phase IB study,[@b73-ott-10-2513] OS benefit with pembrolizumab was particularly striking in those patients with high levels of PDL1 expression (over 50% of tumor cells). In these patients, median OS in the pembrolizumab 10 mg/kg group was 17.3 months vs 8.2 months in the docetaxel group (HR 0.54, 95% CI 0.38--0.77; *P*=0.0008). Interestingly, there was no significant difference in PFS among the three treatment arms.[@b72-ott-10-2513]

Unlike nivolumab, pembrolizumab has not been tested specifically in patients with SqCC of the lung. Pre-specified subanalysis of KEYNOTE-010 suggested that pembrolizumab (pooled analysis of both dose groups) benefits patients with SqCC vs docetaxel, although statistical significance was not reached (HR for OS 0.74, 95% CI 0.5--1.09).[@b72-ott-10-2513] Pembrolizumab was well tolerated in the overall KEYNOTE-010 population. Grade ≥3 treatment-related AEs occurred in 13% and 16% of patients in the 2 mg/kg and 10 mg/kg groups, respectively; permanent discontinuation of pembrolizumab due to treatment-related AEs was required in 4.4% and 5% of patients, respectively.[@b72-ott-10-2513]

Despite the approval of checkpoint inhibitors, it should be noted that their safety in patients with underlying autoimmune conditions, such as autoimmune pneumonitis and colitis, is unclear, as patients with these disorders were excluded from pivotal studies of nivolumab and pembrolizumab in NSCLC.[@b69-ott-10-2513],[@b70-ott-10-2513],[@b72-ott-10-2513] In addition, nivolumab is administered as an intravenous infusion over 60 minutes every 2 weeks. Therefore, this treatment may not be suitable for elderly patients or those with certain comorbidities, who may need to be accompanied by relatives or carers during treatment visits.

Ongoing developments in treatment of lung SqCC
==============================================

As summarized, over just a few years second-line treatment options for patients with SqCC of the lung have expanded from only docetaxel (or erlotinib in some patients) to docetaxel, afatinib, nivolumab, and pembrolizumab. Furthermore, in addition to these treatments, the anti-VEGFR2 antibody ramucirumab has recently been approved in combination with docetaxel for the second-line treatment of NSCLC, including SqCC of the lung, based on the Phase III REVEL trial.[@b74-ott-10-2513] Further developments in the treatment of SqCC of the lung (both in frontline and relapsed/refractory settings) can be expected in coming years. At present, there are three key areas of development: 1) further immunotherapeutic drugs, and potential expansion of immunotherapy into a frontline setting; 2) combination regimens incorporating immunotherapies with other immune-checkpoint inhibitors or chemotherapy; and 3) agents directed against novel drug targets. Progress in these areas is now summarized.

Immunotherapeutic drugs
-----------------------

Four PDL1 checkpoint inhibitors are currently in development for the treatment of NSCLC: BMS-936559, atezolizumab, durvalumab, and avelumab.[@b65-ott-10-2513] It is hypothesized that PDL1 inhibitors may have a lower immunorelated AE burden compared with pembrolizumab and nivolumab,[@b65-ott-10-2513] and there are emerging clinical data that support this hypothesis. In the randomized Phase II POPLAR study, atezolizumab significantly improved OS vs docetaxel in 287 patients with pretreated squamous or nonsquamous NSCLC (median OS 12.6 months vs 9.7 months, HR 0.73, 95% CI 0.53--0.99; *P*=0.04).[@b75-ott-10-2513] Among 97 patients with SqCC, median OS with atezolizumab was 10.1 months vs 8.6 months with docetaxel (HR 0.8, 95% CI 0.49--1.3; *P*=0.04). In this study, OS was correlated with increasing levels of PDL1 expression (on both tumor cells and tumor-infiltrating immune cells). Immunorelated AEs, including pneumonitis, colitis, and hepatitis, all occurred at low frequencies (\<5%). An ongoing randomized Phase III trial (vs docetaxel) will provide further insight into the role of atezolizumab in nonsquamous NSCLC (NCT02008227). Other ongoing randomized trials are assessing the role of PDL1 inhibitors in the second-line setting in patients with PDL1-positive disease. For example, the Phase III JAVELIN Lung 200 trial is evaluating avelumab vs docetaxel in patients with PDL1-positive NSCLC (squamous or nonsquamous) after failure of a platinum-based doublet (NCT02395172).

In addition to PDL1 inhibitors, the anti-CTLA4 monoclonal antibodies ipilimumab and tremelimumab are currently in development for the treatment of NSCLC, largely in a first-line setting (either as monotherapy or in combination with other immunotherapies). In one randomized Phase II trial, addition of ipilimumab to paclitaxel/carboplatin improved immunorelated PFS vs chemotherapy alone (median PFS 5.7 months vs 4.6 months, HR 0.72, 95% CI 0.5--1.06; *P*=0.05).[@b76-ott-10-2513] Outcomes were better in patients with SqCC compared with nonsquamous NSCLC, and accordingly ongoing Phase III trials are assessing ipilimumab plus paclitaxel/carboplatin specifically in patients with SqCC of the lung (NCT02279732, NCT01285609).

Other Phase III trials are ongoing to assess nivolumab (CheckMate 026; NCT02041533) and pembrolizumab (KEYNOTE 042/024, NCT02220894/NCT02142738) vs chemotherapy in a frontline setting in patients with PDL1-positive tumors (squamous and nonsquamous NSCLC).[@b77-ott-10-2513] Initial press releases indicate that CheckMate 026 did not achieve its primary end point of PFS, whereas KEYNOTE-024 did. At the time of writing, full data from these trials have not been published.

Immunotherapy-combination regimens
----------------------------------

Despite the success with immunotherapies, not all patients will respond to these treatments. Based on preclinical evidence of synergism[@b78-ott-10-2513] and striking results in other tumor types, such as melanoma,[@b79-ott-10-2513] there is rationale for assessing combinations of PD1/PDL1 inhibitors and CTLA4 inhibitors in patients with NSCLC, including SqCC, to improve response rates. Clinical evidence to date suggests that such an approach is promising. For example, interim results from the Phase I KEYNOTE-021 trial demonstrated that ipilimumab plus pembrolizumab had acceptable toxicity and robust clinical activity in a small cohort of patients with recurrent NSCLC.[@b80-ott-10-2513] In another Phase I study, second-line durvalumab plus tremelimumab conferred an overall response rate of 27% in 102 patients with NSCLC (squamous and nonsquamous).[@b81-ott-10-2513] Ongoing Phase III trials assessing combination-immunotherapy regimens in both squamous and nonsquamous NSCLC include CheckMate 227 (NCT02477826; nivolumab plus ipilimumab, or nivolumab plus standard chemotherapy, vs standard chemotherapy), NEPTUNE (NCT02542293; durvalumab plus tremelimumab vs standard chemotherapy), and ARTIC (NCT02352948; durvalumab plus tremelimumab vs standard chemotherapy in patients with PDL1-positive tumors). It is hoped that such trials will demonstrate strong antitumor activity (as has been the case in other tumor types), and that immunotherapy-combination regimens will be integrated into standard treatment algorithms for NSCLC, including SqCC, in the future. However, it must be remembered that these regimens will not be without challenges, not least due to the potential for considerably higher toxicity burden than monotherapy;[@b82-ott-10-2513] the additional financial costs will also need to be considered.

In addition to the combination of multiple immunotherapies, other trials are assessing the combination of immune-checkpoint inhibitors with contemporary chemotherapy regimens. For example, given the promise of nanoparticle albumin-bound (NAB) paclitaxel in SqCC of the lung in a first-line setting,[@b15-ott-10-2513] an ongoing Phase III trial is assessing atezolizumab plus NAB paclitaxel/carboplatin vs atezolizumab plus paclitaxel/carboplatin, vs NAB paclitaxel/carboplatin (NCT02367794).

Novel drug targets
------------------

The large number of recurrent aberrations in certain genes and pathways identified in a Cancer Genome Atlas squamous lung cancer study has led to renewed interest in several putative drug targets.[@b7-ott-10-2513] These targets include FGFR, the PI3K pathway, the IGF pathway, and DDRs.[@b83-ott-10-2513],[@b84-ott-10-2513] A number of agents that target these pathways are in early clinical development. For example, inhibitors of FGFR1, which is overexpressed in 21%--22% of SqCC tumors, have shown some early promise in patients with SqCC.[@b85-ott-10-2513] Several early phase clinical trials have also assessed or are assessing PI3Kα-specific inhibitors, such as GDC0032 and BKM120, or PI3Kα/mTOR inhibitors (LY3023414) in patients with advanced SqCC. However, it will be several years before any of these novel agents are approved.

Second-line treatment of SqCC of the lung: which patients should be treated with afatinib?
==========================================================================================

Given the previous lack of second-line treatment options and poor outcomes in patients with SqCC of the lung, the recent approvals of afatinib, nivolumab, pembrolizumab, and ramucirumab are a massive fillip for oncologists and patients. However, this recent expansion of the treatment armamentarium inevitably invites questions regarding optimal treatment choice and sequence. As with any clinical decision process, selection of treatment depends on a balance of various factors, including efficacy, safety, patient-reported outcomes, physician experience and preference, patient comorbidities, cost and reimbursement issues, and other factors.

Efficacy
--------

Although cross-trial comparisons are not possible, it is interesting to note that survival outcomes with nivolumab and afatinib appear to be largely similar. For instance, the 95% CIs for median OS in CheckMate 017 (9.2 months, 95% CI 7.3--13.3) and LUX-Lung 8 (7.9 months, 95% CI 7.2--8.7) overlap, as do those for 1-year OS rates (42%, 95% CI 34%--50%, and 36%, 95% CI 32%--41%, respectively).[@b61-ott-10-2513],[@b69-ott-10-2513] However, head-to-head trials are required to determine which treatment is most appropriate for which patient. Even within individual trials, it is important to note that statistically significant differences between treatment arms do not necessarily indicate clinical relevance, as the observed efficacy benefits with available treatments can be modest.

From an efficacy standpoint, further research into biomarkers could also be instructive in driving treatment decisions. As discussed, pembrolizumab is more active in patients with PDL1 expression (which is not surprising, given pembrolizumab's mechanism of action),[@b72-ott-10-2513],[@b73-ott-10-2513] although outcomes with respect to PDL1 expression have not been assessed specifically in patients with SqCC. In CheckMate 017, the activity of nivolumab appeared to be independent of PDL1 expression.[@b69-ott-10-2513] However, these data are contradictory with other studies, albeit in a range of tumor types. Meta-analyses across 12 studies in patients with lung, melanoma, and genitourinary cancers indicate that nivolumab generally has differential activity according to PDL1-expression levels.[@b86-ott-10-2513] Variances across studies could reflect differences in immunohistochemical methodologies (as multiple proprietary assays exist) and/or inconsistency in cutoffs used to define tumor positivity.[@b86-ott-10-2513] Based on the currently available data, it may be that immune-checkpoint inhibitors should be the treatment of choice for tumors with high PDL1 expression, whereas afatinib could be considered for tumors with low PDL1 expression. However, additional biomarker data from the LUX-Lung 8 trial would be important to explore this possibility further. Given the molecular heterogeneity of SqCC, other emerging biomarkers, such as blood-based protein assays like VeriStrat,[@b87-ott-10-2513] mutational load analysis,[@b88-ott-10-2513] and inflammatory gene signatures,[@b89-ott-10-2513] could also be instructive in terms of who would benefit most from immunotherapy or afatinib.

Safety
------

Although immunotherapies are generally characterized by favorable safety profiles compared with docetaxel,[@b69-ott-10-2513],[@b72-ott-10-2513] they can be associated with immunologic AEs that are attributable to nonspecific immune activation, leading to increased production of inflammatory cytokines in healthy tissues.[@b65-ott-10-2513] Immunorelated AEs can effect a number of organ systems, including the lungs (pneumonitis), gastrointestinal tract (eg, colitis), endocrine system, liver, skin, and eyes.[@b78-ott-10-2513] In rare cases, immunorelated AEs, such as pneumonitis, can be potentially life-threatening, requiring hospitalization, and discontinuation of therapy. In the recent CheckMate 017 and CheckMate 057 trials, the incidence of pneumonitis ranged from 3% to 5%.[@b69-ott-10-2513],[@b70-ott-10-2513]

In most cases, immunorelated AEs are manageable and reversible with steroids or other immunosuppressive drugs. However, it is important that physicians consider the risk of immunorelated AEs when choosing treatment, particularly in patients with underlying immune disorders. For example, nivolumab would not be an appropriate therapy in patients with autoimmune disease, symptomatic interstitial lung disease, or those receiving systemic immunosuppression. There are also a number of patients for whom docetaxel would not be an appropriate therapy, due to various patient comorbidities, including neuropathies, pericardial effusion, left ventricular dysfunction, edema (including pulmonary edema), and neutropenia. In LUX-Lung 8, it was noteworthy that these comorbidities occurred in approximately 10%--15% of randomized patients.

The incidence of grade ≥3 treatment-related AEs in clinical trials with afatinib has been higher than experienced with nivolumab and pembrolizumab.[@b61-ott-10-2513] However, AEs with afatinib have proven to be predictable (diarrhea, rash, stomatitis) and manageable, and have rarely led to treatment discontinuation. Given the different safety profiles of immune-checkpoint inhibitors and afatinib, a key factor in selecting treatment should be patients' comorbidities and tolerance of expected toxicity.[@b84-ott-10-2513]

HRQoL
-----

When several drugs are available for the treatment of a terminal cancer, a key (yet often undervalued) consideration is the effect of the treatment on a patient's HRQoL, on which disease-related symptoms, treatment-related AEs, and treatment efficacy all have a profound influence.[@b90-ott-10-2513] Indeed, a striking statistic, based on a patient survey, is that 68% of patients would prefer a therapy that would improve disease-related symptoms without prolonging life span, as opposed to treatment that prolonged survival without improving symptoms.[@b91-ott-10-2513]

Central to HRQoL in lung cancer is the control of the symptoms of cough, dyspnea, and pain. As discussed already, data from LUX-Lung 8 and other Phase III trials have shown that afatinib consistently delays deterioration of cough and dyspnea, leading to significant improvements in global health status/QoL.[@b61-ott-10-2513],[@b92-ott-10-2513],[@b93-ott-10-2513] Although LUX-Lung 8 did not show any significant impact of afatinib on pain, fewer patients in the afatinib arm required pain medication than in the erlotinib arm (52% vs 59%, *P*=0.05). In contrast with LUX-Lung 8, no HRQoL outcomes were reported in the CheckMate 017 or KEYNOTE-010 trials. Consequently, at this stage, the impact of checkpoint inhibitors on disease-related symptoms and HRQoL is not known.

Other factors
-------------

Another factor that might support the use of afatinib over checkpoint inhibitors is the fact that it is orally available, rather than being administered as an intravenous infusion, as the latter may be inconvenient for some patients and increase the cost of treatment.[@b84-ott-10-2513]

Conclusion
==========

The recent approvals of several molecularly targeted agents and immunotherapies have provided a new level of optimism for patients with SqCC of the lung. Most likely due to its broad mechanism of action, the ErbB-family blocker afatinib has demonstrated encouraging clinical activity in patients with squamous tumors, including SqCC of the lung. Afatinib demonstrated improved PFS, OS, and DCR vs erlotinib in the Phase III LUX-Lung 8 trial, leading to its approval for locally advanced or metastatic SqCC of the lung progressing on or after platinum-based chemotherapy. Immune-checkpoint inhibitors, such as nivolumab and pembrolizumab, have demonstrated durable tumor responses and encouraging survival improvements vs standard cytotoxic agents. However, immunotherapies may not benefit all patients, and are unsuitable for certain individuals, such as those with underlying autoimmune conditions or those who have trouble in attending regular treatment visits.

These recent additions to the treatment armamentarium for SqCC of the lung inevitably pose questions, mainly unanswered, regarding the best choice and sequence of treatment according to individual patient characteristics. Future prospective evaluation of clinical and molecular biomarkers is likely to be instrumental in this regard. Despite these outstanding questions, the future for the treatment of SqCC of the lung looks increasingly promising, and we can look forward with optimism to likely further developments in the coming years.
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###### 

Clinical activity of EGFR-targeted agents in patients with SqCC of the lung

  Treatment setting                                    Trial/analysis                                                     Patient population                                                                                                      Treatment arms                                           Efficacy end points                                                                                 Key outcomes                                                                                                                                                                            Reference(s)
  ---------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------
  First line                                           SQUIRE                                                             SqCC; no prior systemic Tx                                                                                              Necitumumab plus gemcitabine/cisplatin vs chemotherapy   OS (primary)                                                                                        Significant OS improvement with combination; acceptable safety profile in SqCC                                                                                                          [@b22-ott-10-2513]
  Subanalysis of four randomized Phase II/III trials                                                                      Cetuximab plus platinum-based chemotherapy vs chemotherapy                                                              OS, PFS                                                  Significant OS, PFS, and response (odds ratio) improvements in overall NSCLC population             [@b26-ott-10-2513]--[@b28-ott-10-2513], [@b30-ott-10-2513]                                                                                                                              
  Second line                                          Subanalysis of BR.21                                               NSCLC; progressed after first/second-line chemotherapy                                                                  Erlotinib vs placebo                                     OS (primary), PFS                                                                                   Favorable OS/PFS outcomes in SqCC and adenocarcinoma; no differential effect on OS/PFS between histology groups; slightly higher rates of grade 3--5 AEs than in adenocarcinoma group   [@b37-ott-10-2513]
  Subanalysis of TAILOR                                NSCLC; wild-type EGFR; prior platinum-based chemotherapy           Erlotinib vs docetaxel                                                                                                  OS (primary), PFS                                        Better OS and PFS outcomes with docetaxel vs erlotinib, including in patients with SqCC             [@b40-ott-10-2513]                                                                                                                                                                      
  LUX-Lung 8                                           SqCC; progression after ≥4 cycles of platinum-based chemotherapy   Afatinib vs erlotinib                                                                                                   PFS (primary), OS                                        Significant PFS and OS improvements with afatinib vs erlotinib; acceptable safety profile in SqCC   [@b62-ott-10-2513]                                                                                                                                                                      
  Maintenance                                          SATURN                                                             NSCLC; previously untreated; 4 cycles of first-line platinum-doublet chemotherapy without progression (run-in period)   Erlotinib vs placebo                                     PFS (primary), OS                                                                                   Favorable PFS in SqCC and adenocarcinoma; no differential effect on PFS between histology groups; similar rates of grade 3--5 AEs in SqCC and adenocarcinoma groups                     [@b37-ott-10-2513]

**Abbreviations:** AEs, adverse events; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; SqCC, squamous cell carcinoma; Tx, treatment.
